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Introduction
Changes to the DOE model (SWCV, Data Object, Backend Adapter, Distribution Model, ESDMA, RMM
Custom Groups) had to be delivered through SP release, else the application developers had to write a
report to be executed in the Customer system which was a tedious job. Content delivery tool helps the
application developers and modelers to export the model changes to the customers with a content file. This
file can be delivered to the customers through SAP notes and can be imported to the customer system using
the tool.
Content Delivery Tool can be used to deliver the metadata of the model from SAP system to the customer
system. Using the tool, the model can be exported as a content file (which is an encoded text file) in the SAP
system. This content can then be provided to the customers as an attachment in the NOTEs. The customers
can then import the model from the content file to the system using the Content Delivery Tool.
Note:
1. Content can be only exported from SAP system and imported only into a customer system.
2. Content file cannot be used across releases. Ex., content exported from NW Mobile 7.10 systems
cannot be imported directly into NW Mobile 7.30 systems.

How to Navigate the Tool
The content delivery tool can be accessed through the ESDMA design transaction:
‘SDOE_ESDMA_DESIGN’.
The roles SAP_SDOE_ESDBR_DWLD and SAP_DOE_ADMINISTRATOR should be assigned to the user to
access the tool.

This can be used to import the content file into the system. There is also an option to export the content file
from the detailed screen of ESDMA design.
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The button ‘Content Export/Import’ will be available in SAP sytems only for ESDMAs which are active.
The metadata changed cannot be exported using customer systems.

Export Content
Using ESDMA
When clicked on ‘Content Export/Import’ button, the control navigates to the ‘Content Export’ screen with the
default options


Export option is selected.



ESDMA option is selected.



ESDMA name and version will be pre-filled from ESDMA design transaction.



Data Objects, Backend Adapters, Distribution Models, Custom Group, and SWCV information is
displayed in the table.
o

All the Dataobjects used in the ESDMA and other Data Objects present in SWCV of the Data
Objects used.

o

All the Backend Adapters for the Data Objects displayed.

o

All the SWCVs of the Data Objects and respective DM SWCVs.

o

All the Distribution Models from the above listed DM SWCVs.

o

The Custom Groups used in the above Distribution Models.

o

ESDMA itself.
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The modeler can choose other ESDMA from input help which will change the objects displayed
automatically.
Only the active version’s meatdata can be exported using the tool.
Using Transport Request
The Modeler can also select the objects to be exported locked in a Transport Request.
In this option, a Transport request has to be selected using input help and all the Data Objects, Backend
Adapters, Distribution Models, Custom Groups, SWCVs, ESDMAs locked in the Transport Request will be
displayed in the table.
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The modeler can select any or all of the objects in the table and Export it.
On clicking on ‘Export’ button after selecting the objects, the modeler gets a pop-up window to save the
content file on the system which is a .txt file in encoded format.
The content file can be added as an attachment to a SAP Note to provide it to the customers, which the
customer can download from the SAP Note import it to customer system.
Content Files can only be exported from a SAP system, although it can be imported in both SAP and
customer systems.
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Import Content
The metadata exported through the content file can be imported using the ‘Import’ option in the tool.

The tool provides input help to select the content file from the local system.
On selecting the content file and clicking on ‘Import’ button, the tool will perform a check and decide what
objects can be imported to the system.


If the object version in the system is lesser than that of the object in the content file, the object tool
will allow import of it.



If there exists a greater or same version of the object in the system as compared to the object in the
content file, the tool will not allow the import of the object.



If the object has been modified in the customer system, the tool will allow the import of the object.
After importing, the customer can choose to keep either the source version or the target version, or
merge bothe the versions.

The tool also checks if all the dependent objects for the object to be imported is present either in the sytem
or in the content file. If dependent objects are missing, it will not allow the import of the object. Some of the
checks include,


For any Data Object, the corresponding SWCV should be available.



For a Backend Adapter, the SWCV and Data Object should be available.



For a Distribution Model, the dependant Data Objects should be available.



The custom group used in the distribution model should be available.

The tool also checks the state of the object in the system and decides whether to allow import of the content.
Some of these are to check whether the object to be imported is in conflict state in the system. In case the
data object, or the backend adapter or the distribution model to be imported is already in conflict (more than
one active version exists) in the sytem, tool will not allow import of the file.
The tool then displays appropriate messages to the user, as to whether the objects can be imported or not.


Success: Object can be imported.



Warning: the particular object will not be imported. But import of other objects in the file can continue.



Error: The object can be imported and other objects in the file will also not be imported.

In case of errors, the import can be done after resolving the conflicts in the system as mentioned in the error.
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After continuing, the user gets an option to either continue with the Import or Cancel it.

On continuing, the metadata of the objects that can be imported will be imported into the system in case
there are no errors.
Import should not be cancelled by the user once the option to continue import is chosen. Since after this
step, the metadata would be comitted to the system and cannot be rolled back.
Cancelling in steps like choosing the Transport Request will result in metadata already being imported, but
the corresponding after-import of the objects not being triggered.
The objects will be imported into the same package in which the objects were originally created in the SAP
system.
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In case, the package in which the objects were originally created in source system does not exist in the
customer system, import will not continue and package has to be imported first. Then the file can be
imported.
The user gets a prompt to select a transport request in which the object can be saved.
In case local objects are imported, it will be imported as local objects in the customer system also.
On successful import of the objects, the after-import generation for the imported objects will be triggered and
a suitable message to monitor the DOE_MASS_ACTGEN* queue for the after-import generation will be
displayed. The DOE_MASS_ACTGEN queue will be spawned in the same client as the import is done.
In case of any errors during the import, an appropriate message will be displayed and import will be aborted
by the tool.

From Mobile Gateway SP07 there are some changes in the way objects to be imported are decided.
The metadata of the objects in the content file and the system are compared at field level in case they are of
same version. If the tool finds any difference, it allows import of the file. Some of these changes include,


If there are any changes to the object which does not result in version change, (Ex.: adding a new
data object to the esdma which is not released for chipment does not result in version change, Doing
an explicit key mapping does not change the version but the metadata changes.)

If there is any corruption in metadata, import can be done to override the corruption.

Display Logs
This option displays the logs for the export or import done for the objects in the system.
In case of export, the logs displays,
The SAP user who exported the content, the data and time, the name of the content file, and name of all the
objects whose metadata was exported.
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In case of Import, the logs displays the user, data and time of import and the details of the objects as to
whether they were imported or not with appropriate success or error messages.
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Related Content
SAP NetWeaver Mobile KnowledgePedia
SAP NetWeaver Mobile Home Page
For more information, visit the Mobile homepage.
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